HFTO Technical Committee
Quarterly Call

Thursday October 25th, 2018

Minutes

Attendees: Kelly Morse (IL), Myungook Kang- MK (WI), Jerry Britt (Ennis-Flint), Awhilda Merced-Fernandez (FL), Danny Lane (TN), Matt Hilderbran (NC), Vince Glick (AASHTO), Katheryn Malusky (AASHTO), Dave Meggers (TN)

1) Opening comments and introductions.
   a. MP 79 update
   b. Application practices for High Friction and Bridge Preservation
      - COMP ballot for 5B is out. Kelly (IL) is currently working on the MP 79 to get it cleaned up. The last ballot had several comments and one negative. Kelly is working to update the standard so the new version reflects all of these comments and resolve the negative. Kelly will send these to Danny and Dave (COMP TS Chair) once the new version is ready to move forward.

2) NTPEP evaluation update.
   - Second year skid is done on the 2016 deck, first year skid on the 2016 deck. TN is going to put the skid data in. The skid data is important for the 5 different aggregates. For HFST, TN is requiring calson boxite to be used.
   - TN has cancelled the bond test. Manufacturers have expressed concerns. The lab and field data are not able to be correlated to one another.

3) Test Deck Videos (Summary how to present).
   - TN has one hear and two year videos from the test decks. TN wants to present these in a sequence. They are now ready to be presented to the states. States will be able to view the data, look at the pictures, and then review the videos.
   - Vince (AASHTO) provided suggestions for having these videos be publicly available.
   - Videos are not taking the place of photos

4) Discuss recertification program.
   - The low mod epoxys- if the lab data matches what the manufacturers give you, 99% of the time, these products work.
   - TN believes a bond test should be added to the laboratory data

5) Adjourn.